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Highlights of vNUMA & SQL Server Session at VMworld
2015
By Shawn Meyers , Principal Architect

Last week I was at VMworld Europe giving a presentation on vNUMA and its
impact on SQL server. This post will cover some of the highlights from my
presentation and items you should be aware of when dealing with very large
virtual machines.
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What is vNUMA?
The way VMware presents NUMA architecture to the virtual machine, is very
important as Windows, and SQL Server are both fully NUMA aware and they
make scheduling decisions for threads based on the NUMA topology. Having
the proper NUMA architecture presented to the virtual machine means that
the OS and SQL Server will be able to schedule threads in the most efficient
manner. Read More
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The press loved the Campaign for Clear Licensing's assessment of Oracle's
licensing practices, "Key Risks in Managing Oracle Licensing" when the CCL
report was released in Q4 of 2014. The 22‐page report can be found here.
What has changed a year after the report was published? House of Brick's
Oracle licensing team is unaware of any substantive positive adjustments
whatsoever that Oracle has made with respect to any issues listed in the
report, be they technical, organizational, or in messaging. Read More
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Read More
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